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Abstract
The TPTP World is a well established infrastructure that supports research, development, and
deployment of Automated Theorem Proving (ATP) systems. Until now the TPTP World has focused
on classical logic, while many real-world applications of ATP also require non-classical reasoning. This
paper describes the latest extensions to the TPTP World, providing languages, problems, solutions,
and infrastructure for non-classical logics. These are the keys steps towards releasing TPTP v9.0.0,
with normal modal logic problems.
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1. Introduction

The TPTP World [1] is a well established infrastructure that supports research, development,
and deployment of Automated Theorem Proving (ATP) systems. The TPTP World includes the
TPTP problem library [2], the TSTP solution library [3], standards for writing ATP problems and
reporting ATP solutions [4, 5], tools and services for processing ATP problems and solutions [3],
and it supports the CADE ATP System Competition (CASC) [6]. Various parts of the TPTP
World have been deployed in a range of applications, in both academia and industry. The web
page www.tptp.org provides access to all components.

Until now the TPTP World has focused on classical logic, while many real-world applications
of ATP also require non-classical reasoning [7]. These applications include artificial intelligence
(e.g., knowledge representation [8], planning [9], multi-agent systems [10]), philosophy (e.g.,
formal ethics [11], metaphysics [12]), natural language semantics (e.g., generalized quantifiers [13],
modalities [14]), and computer science (e.g., software and hardware verification [15]). This paper
describes the latest extension of the TPTP World, providing languages and infrastructure for
reasoning in non-classical logics [16, 17]. The non-classical logics supported so far are normal
modal [18], alethic modal [19], deontic [20], epistemic [21], doxastic [22], and instant-based
temporal [23]. In this paper the languages and infrastructure are exemplified in normal modal
logic [24], as will be used in TPTP v9.0.0. This paper extends [25] – there has been significant
progress and development in the last two years:

• The classical connectives □ and ♢ now have both long and short forms in the TPTP syntax
(see Section 3).

• The property names in logic specifications have been improved, and another property has
been added (see Section 3.1).

• The collection of non-classical problems for the TPTP has made substantial progress (see
Section 4).

• The ATP systems have been used to generate solutions for the problems, saved in the
TSTP (see Section 5).

• The TPTP format for Kripke interpretations has stabilized (see Section 5).
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• Tools for processing non-classical logic problems and solutions have been significantly
advanced (see Section 6).

• The ATP systems and tools for non-classical logic have been added to SystemOnTPTP
(see Section 6.4).

Paper structure: Section 2 provides a review of the classical TPTP languages, as a foundation
for Section 3 that described the TPTP languages. Section 4 describes the collection of non-
classical problems for the TPTP problem library, and Section 5 the collection of solutions to
such problems in the TSTP solution library. Section 6 gives an overview of ATP systems and
tools for non-classical logics. Section 7 concludes, including plans for further development of the
non-classical TPTP World.

2. The Classical TPTP Languages

The TPTP languages for first-order clause normal form (CNF) [26], full first-order form (FOF) [2],
typed-first order form (TFF) [27, 28], and typed higher-order form (THF) [29, 30] are by now
well known and documented. An overview that is relevant to this paper is provided in [25],
and the detailed syntax of the languages is given in an extended BNF1 [31]. The TPTP has a
hierarchy of languages that underlie the non-classical languages. The languages are:

• Clause normal form (CNF), which is the “assembly language” of many modern ATP systems.
• First-order form (FOF), which hardly needs introduction.
• Typed first-order form (TFF), which adds types and type signatures, with monomorphic

(TF0) and polymorphic (TF1) variants.
• Typed extended first-order form (TXF), which adds Boolean terms, Boolean variables

as formulae, tuples, conditional expressions, and let expressions. TXF has monomorphic
(TX0) and polymorphic (TX1) variants.

• Typed higher-order form (THF), which adds higher-order notions including curried type
declarations, lambda terms, partial application, and connectives as terms. THF has
monomorphic (TH0) and polymorphic (TH1) variants.

A brief summary of the syntax is provided here.
Problems and solutions are built from annotated formulae of the form . . .
language(name, role, formula, source, useful_info)

The languages supported are cnf (clause normal form), fof (first-order form), tff (typed first-
order form), and thf (typed higher-order form). The role, e.g., axiom, lemma, conjecture, defines
the use of the formula. In a formula, terms and atoms follow Prolog conventions – functions
and predicates start with a lowercase letter or are ’single quoted’, and variables start with an
uppercase letter. The language also supports interpreted symbols that either start with a $,
e.g., the truth constants $true and $false, or are composed of non-alphabetic characters, e.g.,
integer/rational/real numbers such as 27, 43/92, -99.66. The logical connectives in the TPTP
language are !, ?, ~, |, &, =>, <=, <=>, and <~>, for the mathematical connectives ∀, ∃, ¬, ∨, ∧,
⇒, ⇐, ⇔, and ⊕ respectively. Equality and inequality are expressed as the infix operators = and
!=. The source and useful_info are optional.

The typed first-order form (TFF) language adds types and type declarations. Predicate
and function symbols can be declared before their use, with type signatures that specify the
types of their arguments and result. An expression (t1 ∗ . . . ∗ tn) > $o is the type of an n-ary
predicate, where the i-th argument is of type ti, and it returns a Boolean. Analogously, and
expression (t1 ∗ . . . ∗ tn) > t is the type of a function that returns a term of type t. TFF supports
arithmetic (which requires types, i.e., arithmetic is not supported in CNF or FOF). The typed

1www.tptp.org/TPTP/SyntaxBNF.html
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higher-order form (THF) extends TFF with higher-order notions, including the curried form
of type declarations, lambda terms with a lambda binder ^ for λ, application with @, a choice
binder @+ for ϵ, and a description binder @- for ι.

As a simple example, here is an example of a monomorphic typed extended first-order (TX0)
annotated formula. The type declarations for inhabitant, is_knave, and says are as expected,
and can be seen in the TPTP problem PUZ081_8.p2. It expresses one of the axioms of the
“Knights and Knaves” puzzles [32], that for every inhabitant I and utterance S, if I is a knave
(knaves always lie) and I says S then S is not true.

tff(leaf_knaves_lie,axiom,
! [I: inhabitant,S: $o] :

( ( is_knave(I) & says(I,S) ) => ~ S ),
file('PUZ081_8.p',knaves_lie),
[description('Knaves always lie'), relevance(0.9)]).

3. The Non-classical TPTP Languages

The new non-classical typed form (NTF) family of TPTP languages for non-classical logics
has two top level variants based on the classical typed extended first-order (TXF) and typed
higher-order (THF) languages. They are the non-classical typed extended first-order form (NXF),
and the non-classical typed higher-order form (NHF). As with TXF and THF, NXF and NHF
have monomorphic (NX0, NH0) and polymorphic (NX1, NH1) subvariants. All constructs of the
underlying TXF and THF languages are available in the NXF and NHF languages.

The non-classical connectives of NTF have the form {$name}. Examples are {$box} (□ in logic
texts), {$dia} (♢ in logic texts), {$possible}, {$necessary}, {$obligatory}, {$permissible},
{$knows}, {$believes}, etc. A connective can be parameterized to reflect more complex non-
classical connectives, e.g., in multi-modal logics where the modal operators are indexed [33], in
epistemic logics where the knowledge operators can specify the agents under consideration [21],
and in dynamic logics [34] where the connectives are parameterized with (complex) programs.
The form is {$name(param1,. . .,paramn)}. If the connective is indexed the index is given as the
first parameter prefixed with a #, e.g., {$knows(#manuel)} @ (nothing)3. All other parameters
are key-value assignments, e.g., to list the agents of common knowledge the form might be
{$common($agents:=[alice,bob,claire])}.

In NXF the non-classical connectives are applied in a mixed higher-order-applied/first-order-
functional style, with the connectives applied using @ to a ()ed list of arguments.4 In NHF the
non-classical connectives are applied using @ in usual higher-order style with curried function
applications. There are also short form unary connectives for unparameterised {$box} and {$dia}:
[.] and <.>, e.g., {$box} @ (p) can be written [.] p. Full specification of the connectives and
their use in formulae is in the BNF starting at <nxf_atom> and <thf_defined_atomic>.

The TPTP language extension for non-classical connectives is arguably conservative: It only
adds one uniform construct to both TXF and THF, i.e., {$name(param1,. . .,paramn)}, that
is uniformly applied to arguments using @. Of course, a simpler and more concise syntax
could be envisioned when only focusing on syntactically simple logics (like modal logics with
its unary box operators). The presented extension however aims at providing a future-proof
syntax that can represent logics with arbitrary n-ary operators that themselves may carry
non-trivial parameters (like programs in PDL, or groups of agents in epistemic logic). In
addition the syntax makes clear the distinction between object-logic and meta-logic syntax:
An expression {$knows(#manuel)} @ (nothing) is clearly presented as the unary connective

2tptp.org/cgi-bin/SeeTPTP?Category=Problems&Domain=PUZ&File=PUZ081_8.p
3As in www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISD86-oM4Ow
4This slightly unusual form was chosen to reflect the first-order functional style, and by making the application
explicit the formulae can be parsed in Prolog – a long standing principle of the TPTP languages [35].
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{$knows(#manuel)} applied to one argument, rather than a binary expression $knows applied to
the parameter (index) #manuel and the (only) real argument nothing. This addresses at least
two problems of the latter (syntactically somewhat simpler) approach: Non-classical connectives
may have optional parameters (the latter approach would have connectives occuring with varying
number of arguments), and expressions like #manuel are not part of the object-logic term/formula
language, hence cannot be given a meaningful type (the latter approach would require to assign
to them a type in order to be well-typed, as they occur at term-level).

As non-classical consequence relations may be more complex than the standard classical one
(e.g., in modal logics where consequence may be global or local), the roles of annotated formulae
can have subroles (e.g., local or global). In modal logic problems, the conjecture is local
by default, i.e., is to be proved in only one local world, but can be given the subrole global to
indicate it is to be proved in all worlds. By default axioms are global in modal logics, i.e., hold
in all worlds, but if the conjecture is local then axioms can have the subrole local to indicate
they hold in only the one world where the conjecture is being proved.

Figure 1 shows an example NX0 problem in alethic modal logic (the formulae with the logic
role is explained next), and Figure 2 shows the axiom and conjecture formulae in NX0. Note
how the conjecture defaults to being proved in one local world. The rotten_banana_here holds
in only that local world while the other axioms hold in all worlds.

%------------------------------------------------------------------------
tff(semantics,logic,

$alethic_modal ==
[ $domains == $constant,

$designation == $rigid,
$terms == $local,
$modalities == $modal_system_M ] ).

tff(fruit_type,type, fruit: $tType).
tff(apple_decl,type, apple: fruit).
tff(banana_decl,type, banana: fruit).
tff(healthy_decl,type, healthy: fruit > $o).
tff(rotten_decl,type, rotten: fruit > $o).

%----Apples are different from bananas
tff(apple_not_banana,axiom,

apple != banana ).

%----All fruit are necessarily healthy
tff(necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere,axiom,

! [F: fruit] : ( {$necessary} @ (healthy(F)) ) ).

%----All fruit are possibly not rotten
tff(fruit_possibly_not_rotten,axiom,

! [F: fruit] : ( {$possible} @ (~ rotten(F)) ) ).

%----Bananas are rotten in the conjecture's (local) world
tff(rotten_banana_here,axiom-local,

rotten(banana) ).

%----Prove it's possible for apples to be healthy and bananas not rotten
tff(possible_fruit,conjecture,

( {$possible} @ ( healthy(apple) & ~ rotten(banana) ) ) ).
%------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1: NX0 example



%------------------------------------------------------------------------
thf(apple_not_banana,axiom,

apple != banana ).

thf(necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere,axiom,
! [F: fruit] : ( {$necessary} @ ( healthy @ F ) ) ).

thf(fruit_possibly_not_rotten,axiom,
! [F: fruit] : ( {$possible} @ ( ~ ( rotten @ F ) ) ) ).

thf(rotten_banana_here,axiom-local,
rotten @ banana ).

thf(not_true,conjecture,
( {$possible} @ ( ( healthy @ apple ) & ~ ( rotten @ banana ) ) ) ).

%------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2: NH0 formulae

3.1. Logic Specification

In non-classical logics the same language can be used for formulae while different logics are used
for reasoning. It is therefore necessary to provide (meta-) information that specifies the logic to
be used. A TPTP annotated formula with the role logic is used for this, with a logic specification
as the formula. A logic specification consists of a defined logic (family) name identified with a
list of properties5. It is assumed that there is a single logic specification specifying all relevant
properties. However, if it should prove to be convenient in practice, future developments may
allow the logic specification to be split over multiple annotated formulae with the role logic. The
$domains property specifies whether each quantification domain is constant, varying, cumulative,
or decreasing, across the accessibility relation. The $designation property specifies whether
symbols are interpreted rigidly, i.e., interpreted as the same domain element in every world, or
flexibly, i.e., possibly interpreted as different domain elements in different worlds. The $terms
property specifies whether interpretation is local to the current world or global to all worlds.
The $modalities property specifies properties of the connectives, either as a well-known logic
system, e.g., the modal system S5, or as axiom schemes, e.g., the modal axiom 5 as in [36].
Further details of the logic specifications are in [25]. Figure 1 includes a logic specification in
NXF, which specifies:

• $alethic_modal - Alethic modal logic [37] is being used.
• $domains == $constant - The domains are the same in all worlds.
• $designation == $rigid - The interpretation of symbols is the same in all worlds.
• $terms == $local - All terms are interpreted in the local world.
• $modalities == $modal_system_M - This modality is built from:

– The distribution axiom K: □(A → B) → (□A → □B)

– The M axiom: □A → A, i.e., the accessibility relation is reflexive.

4. TPTP Problems

The TPTP problem library of test problems for ATP systems has been extended in v9.0.0 to
include problems in the NX0 and NH0 languages. To start with, monomodal normal modal logic
problems are being collected, including problems from (the citations are just some examples)
books [38, 18, 39, 40], conference and journal papers [41, 42, 43, 44], and use cases [45, 46].

5The property names have been improved since their presentation in [25]



Each problem file in the TPTP problem library has three parts: a header, optional includes, and
annotated formulae. The header section contains information for users, formatted as comments
identifying and describing the problem, providing information about occurrences of the problem
in the literature and elsewhere, providing semantic and syntactic characteristics of the problem,
and finally comments and bugfix information. The include section contains include directives
for axiom files to avoid duplication of formulae in commonly used axiomatizations. Annotated
formulae are described in Section 4.

The headers of the NX0 and NH0 problems include relevant augmented information. Figure 3
shows the Syntax and SPC (Specialist Problem Class6) fields for the problem in Figure 1. The
relevant new information is:

• The number of non-classical connectives, indexed and unindexed. For example, as shown
in Figure 3, the problem in Figure 1 has three non-indexed connectives and no indexed
connectives, written “3 {.}; 0 {#}” in the header field.

• The SPC field has values for non-classical logic problems. For example, as shown in Figure 3,
the SPC of the problem in Figure 1 is NX0_THM_NEQ_NAR – it’s in the NX0 language, is a
theorem, and there is no use of equality or arithmetic.

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Syntax : Number of formulae : 10 ( 2 unt; 5 typ; 0 def)
% Number of atoms : 12 ( 1 equ)
% Maximal formula atoms : 2 ( 2 avg)
% Number of connectives : 10 ( 3 ~; 0 |; 1 &)
% ( 0 <=>; 0 =>; 0 <=; 0 <~>)
% ( 3 {.}; 0 {#})
% Maximal formula depth : 3 ( 2 avg)
% Maximal term depth : 1 ( 1 avg)
% Number of FOOLs : 3 ( 3 fml; 0 var)
% Number of types : 2 ( 1 usr)
% Number of type conns : 2 ( 2 >; 0 *; 0 +; 0 <<)
% Number of predicates : 5 ( 2 usr; 0 prp; 1-2 aty)
% Number of functors : 2 ( 2 usr; 2 con; 0-0 aty)
% Number of variables : 2 ( 2 !; 0 ?; 2 :)
% SPC : NX0_THM_NEQ_NAR
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3: NX0 header fields

The files in the Documents directory have been augmented:

• The TFFSynopsis, THFSynopsis, and OverallSynopsis files give the numbers of non-
classical logic problems.

• The ProblemAndSolutionStatistics file gives the numbers of non-classical connectives
in each problem.

TPTP v9.0.0 contains 147 NTF problems. There are 12 GRA (graph theory) problems, 12 LCL
(logic calculi) problems, 7 PHI (philosophy) problems, 10 PLA (planning) problems, and 106 SYO
(syntactic) problems. Fifteen problems are in the NH0 language, 132 in the NX0 language. Fifty
problems are propositional, 91 are first-order without equality, and 6 are first-order with equality.
Eight-four of the problems are known to be theorems, 43 countersatisfiable, and 20 have unknown
status.

6The problems in the TPTP library are divided into Specialist Problem Classes (SPCs) – classes of problems that
are homogeneous wrt recognizable logical, language, and syntactic characteristics.



5. TSTP Solutions

The TSTP solution library of solutions from ATP systems will be updated to include the results
of running the ATP systems KSP, nanoCoP-M, MleanCoP, and Leo-III (see Section 6.2) on the
NX0 and NH0 problems in the TPTP problem library. The TPTP format for derivations [4] can
immediately be used for writing derivations in non-classical logic. The new TPTP format for
interpretations [47] can be used to write Kripke models [48]. However, at the time of writing,
none of the solutions in the TSTP solution library are in the TPTP format using NX0 or NH0,
because none of the ATP systems output their solutions in NX0 or NH0. The task of writing
postprocessors that translate ATP systems’ native proofs and models to the TPTP format might
be future work, but providing those reduces the incentive for system developers to output TPTP
format natively. That said . . .

5.1. TSTP Derivations

Leo-III outputs its proofs of NXF/NHF problems in TPTP format, but the proofs are in the
language of the embedded problems, i.e., TF0 or TH0 (see Section 6.1). It is also often the case
that the proof includes one large step resulting from a call to an underlying ATP system, e.g.,
E [49]. The NX0/NH0 input can be grafted onto Leo-III’s proofs, and the details of the proof
from underlying ATP added in. This has been done by hand for the proof of the problem in
Figure 1, and the result is shown in Figure 4 (the type declarations are omitted for brevity). In
this case the underlying ATP system was E. Details on the proof construction process of Leo-III,
including a description of its proof search procedure, can be found in the literature [50, 51]

5.2. TSTP Interpretations

The new TPTP format for interpretations, as used for writing Kripke interpretations, deserves
some introduction. Interpretations are captured in interpretation-formulae, which are written in
TXF syntax. For interpretations of classical logic formulae the semantics is the standard classical
semantics of TXF. In contrast, for Kripke interpretations the semantics is that of modal logic
enriched with four new defined symbols:

• A defined type $world is used for the worlds of the interpretation. Different constants of
type $world are known to be unequal (but as yet no ATP systems implement that, so it’s
necessary to encode that explicitly using inequalities or the $distinct predicate).

• A defined predicate $accessible_world of type ($world * $world) > $o is used to specify
the accessibility relation between worlds.

• A defined predicate $in_world of type ($world * $o) > $o is used to specify the interpreta-
tions in the worlds.

• A defined constant $local_world of type $world > $o is used to specify the world in which
the conjecture was found to not hold (in case the interpretation represents a countermodel).

A Kripke interpretation-formula is a conjunction of a specification of the worlds, explication of
the distinctness of the worlds (until that is built into ATP systems and tools), the accessibility
relation, specification of the local world if any, and, for each world, its Tarskian interpretation (also
in the new TPTP format for interpretations). The logic specification of the problem is included
to specify that the interpretation is for formulae of that logic. This information is needed when
processing an interpretation, e.g., in verification (see Section 6.3). The interpretation-formula
does not provide this information because it underspecifies the logic in use, e.g., it’s usually not
possible to see whether the interpretation exemplifies modal system K or modal system S5 – in
both cases the interpretation could interpret the accessibility relation as an equivalence relation
(this is required for S5 but it is also OK for K). The interpretation-formula is preceded by the
necessary type declarations.



%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tff(reflexive_M,axiom,

! [X1: '$world'] : '$accessible_world'(X1,X1) ).

tff(necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere,axiom,
! [F: fruit] : ( {$necessary} @ ( healthy(F) ) ) ).

tff(fruit_possibly_not_rotten,axiom,
! [F: fruit] : ( {$possible} @ ( ~ rotten(F) ) ) ).

tff(possible_fruit,conjecture,
( {$possible} @ ( healthy(apple) & ~ rotten(banana) ) ) ).

tff(possible_fruit_expanded,conjecture,
? [X1: '$world'] :

( '$accessible_world'('$local_world',X1) & healthy(X1,apple) & ~ rotten(X1,banana) ),
inference(expand,[status(thm)],[possible_fruit]) ).

tff(necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere_expanded,plain,
! [X1: '$world',X2: fruit,X3: '$world'] :

( '$accessible_world'(X1,X3) => healthy(X3,X2) ),
inference(expand,[status(thm)],[necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere]) ).

tff(fruit_possibly_not_rotten_expanded,plain,
! [X1: '$world',X2: fruit] :
? [X3: '$world'] :

( '$accessible_world'(X1,X3) & ~ rotten(X3,X2) ),
inference(expand,[status(thm)],[fruit_possibly_not_rotten]) ).

tff(c_0_4,negated_conjecture,
~ ? [X1: '$world'] :

( '$accessible_world'('$local_world',X1) & healthy(X1,apple) & ~ rotten(X1,banana) ),
inference(assume_negation,[status(cth)],[possible_fruit_expanded]) ).

tff(c_0_7,negated_conjecture,
! [X4: '$world'] :

( ~ '$accessible_world'('$local_world',X4) | ~ healthy(X4,apple) | rotten(X4,banana) ),
inference(fof_nnf,[status(thm)],[c_0_4]) ).

tff(c_0_5,plain,
! [X8: '$world',X9: fruit,X10: '$world'] :

( ~ '$accessible_world'(X8,X10) | healthy(X10,X9) ),
inference(fof_nnf,[status(thm)],[necessary_healthy_fruit_everywhere_expanded]) ).

tff(c_0_12,plain,
! [X1: '$world',X2: fruit] : healthy(X1,X2),
inference(spm,[status(thm)],[c_0_5,reflexive_M]) ).

tff(c_0_13,plain,
! [X5: '$world',X6: fruit] :

( '$accessible_world'(X5,esk1_2(X5,X6)) & ~ rotten(esk1_2(X5,X6),X6) ),
inference(skolemize,[status(esa)],[fruit_possibly_not_rotten_expanded]) ).

tcf(c_0_14,negated_conjecture,
! [X1: '$world'] :

( rotten(X1,banana) | ~ '$accessible_world'('$local_world',X1) ),
inference(cn,[status(thm)],[inference(rw,[status(thm)],[c_0_7,c_0_12])]) ).

tcf(c_0_15,plain,
! [X1: '$world',X2: fruit] : '$accessible_world'(X1,esk1_2(X1,X2)),
inference(split_conjunct,[status(thm)],[c_0_13]) ).

tcf(c_0_16,plain,
! [X1: '$world',X2: fruit] : ~ rotten(esk1_2(X1,X2),X2),
inference(split_conjunct,[status(thm)],[c_0_13]) ).

tcf(c_0_17,negated_conjecture,
! [X2: fruit] : rotten(esk1_2('$local_world',X2),banana),
inference(spm,[status(thm)],[c_0_14,c_0_15]) ).

cnf(c_0_18,negated_conjecture,
$false,
inference(spm,[status(thm)],[c_0_16,c_0_17]),
[proof] ).

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 4: NX0 proof example



The problem in Figure 1 can be made into a non-theorem by changing the {$possible} in
the conjecture to {$necessary}. Figure 5 shows the worlds and the first world’s Tarskian
interpretation for a Kripke (counter)model (the type declarations are omitted for brevity) of the
modified problem. The second world is the same except that bananas are not rotten. Note that
the quantification semantics of subformulae in the second argument of the $in_world predicate
such as ? [DP: d_fruit] : ( DP = d_apple ) is not classical but instead that of modal logic with
varying domains, i.e., the quantification is over the domain elements that exist in w1, i.e., the
subformulae requires that the domain element d_apple exists in w1. Outside of the $in_world
predicate classical quantification is used. The model was found – after embedding to classical
logic – by Nitpick [52], and manually transformed into TPTP format.

%------------------------------------------------------------------------
tff(semantics,logic,

$alethic_modal ==
[ $domains == $constant,

$designation == $rigid,
$terms == $local,
$modalities == $modal_system_M ] ).

tff(d_fruit_type,type,d_fruit: $tType).
tff(d2fruit_decl,type, d2fruit: d_fruit > fruit ).
tff(d_apple_decl,type,d_apple: d_fruit).
tff(d_banana_decl,type,d_banana: d_fruit).

tff(w1_decl,type,w1: $world).
tff(w2_decl,type,w2: $world).

tff(fruity_worlds,interpretation,
%----There are two worlds, w1 and w2

( ( ! [W: $world] : ( W = w1 | W = w2 )
%----The conjecture was disproved in world w1

& $local_world = w1
%----World accessibility is reflexive, and ws is accessible from w1

& $accessible_world(w1,w1) %----Logic is M
& $accessible_world(w2,w2)
& $accessible_world(w1,w2) )

%----Tarskian interpretation in world w1
& $in_world(w1,

%----There are two fruit in the domain, apple and banana
( ( ! [F: fruit] : ? [DF: d_fruit] : F = d2fruit(DF)

& ! [DF: d_fruit] : ( DF = d_apple | DF = d_banana )
& $distinct(d_apple,d_banana)

%----The local domain elements
& ? [DP: d_fruit] : ( DP = d_apple )
& ? [DP: d_fruit] : ( DP = d_banana )

%----The type-promotion is reflexive
& ! [DF1: d_fruit,DF2: d_fruit] :

( d2fruit(DF1) = d2fruit(DF2) => DF1 = DF2 ) )
%----The constant apple is interpreted as the domain element

& ( apple = d2fruit(d_apple)
%----The constant banana is interpreted as the domain element

& banana = d2fruit(d_banana) )
%----Apples and bananas are healthy

& ( healthy(d2fruit(d_apple))
& healthy(d2fruit(d_banana))

%----Apples are not rotten, bananas are rotten in the local world w1
& ~ rotten(d2fruit(d_apple))
& rotten(d2fruit(d_banana)) ) ) )

%------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 5: NX0 Kripke (counter)model example



6. Software Support

TPTP World software support for non-classical logics has been developed, and continues to be
developed, for access to and manipulation of problems, ATP systems, solutions, and process-
ing tools. All the software is freely available from GitHub7, and mostly available for use in
SystemOnTPTP (see Section 6.4).

6.1. Parsers and Printers

The TPTP4X utility and the BNF-based suite of parsers [31] can parse NXF and NHF formulae.
TPTP4X parses problems and solutions, can apply various transformations, and pretty-prints
the formulae. The BNF-based parsers offer stricter parsing than TPTP4X, can present the parse
trees in various forms, but cannot transform or pretty-print the formulae.

In addition to the TPTP World’s own tools, a suite of tools that can parse and manipulate
NXF and NHF formulae is available in the Leo-III framework [51]. The tptp-utils tool [53]
can read formulae in all the TPTP languages, including NXF and NHF. It does syntax checking,
translations, generation of parse trees, (basic) linting, and pretty-printing. For NXF and
NHF in particular, it can sanity check logic specifications for modal logics. It comes with a
complete definition of abstract syntax trees for the internal representation. Its underlying parser
written in Scala, which is also used by Leo-III, is available as the stand-alone parsing library
scala-tptp-parser [54].

In order to support existing ATP systems that do not (yet) read TPTP NX0 or NH0 formulae,
some syntax translators have been implemented to convert NX0 formulae into the systems’ native
syntaxes. Thus far front-end translators have been implemented for KSP, nanoCoP-M, and
MleanCoP. Thankfully this has been quite easy, and implemented in sed. In a related effort, the
NTFLET Logic Embedding Tool [55] does a shallow embedding of NXF problems into TXF or
THF, and NHF problems into THF [56, 57, 58, 59]. By default NTFLET produces TX0 or TH0,
but it can optionally produce polymorphic TH1 or TX1 (which can be significantly shorter if the
input problem contains many user types). Currently NTFLET supports a range of modal logics,
a range of first-order quantified hybrid logics [60], public announcement logic [61, 62], and two
different dyadic deontic logics [63, 64]. Any TPTP-compliant TXF/THF ATP system can be
added as a backend to NTFLET to form an ATP system for NXF/NHF (see Section 6.2).

6.2. ATP Systems

ATP for non-classical logics is a well established endeavour (particularly for propositional
non-classical logics), but there are significantly fewer ATP systems available than for classical
logics. The ATP systems that we know of are KSP [65, 44], nanoCoP-M [66], MleanCoP [67],
MetTeL2 [68], Leo-III [51], LoTREC [69], and MSPASS [70]. As noted in Section 6.1, translators
have been implemented from the TPTP syntax to the native syntaxes of KSP, nanoCoP-M, and
MleanCoP, so that those systems can attempt the NX0 problems in the TPTP problem library.

There have been successful efforts that translate/embed non-classical logic into a classical logic,
and apply a classical logic ATP system [71, 72, 73, 58, 74] (i.e., including that used in Leo-III).
However, none of them (other than Leo-III) provide full generality. Leo-III can be used on NXF
and NHF problems natively, via the embedding approach described in Section 6.1. As noted
there, any TPTP-compliant TXF/THF ATP system can replace Leo-III as a backend after the
embedding, thus offering a suite of system variants. A comparative study of the performance of
these systems is given in [75].

7github.com/TPTPWorld
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6.3. Verifiers and Viewers

The GDV derivation verifier [76] can verify such proofs in TPTP format. GDV does structural
verification, e.g., checking that the derivation is acyclic, origin verification, i.e., checking that the
leaves of the derivation are (derivable) from the problem formulae, inference verification using
trusted ATP systems, e.g., checking that an inferred formula is a theorem of the parents, and
completeness verification, e.g., checking that the root of a refutation is false. As there are no ATP
systems that output TPTP format proofs for non-classical problems yet, it has been tested with
examples created by hand. GDV is available as a standalone tool, and also in SystemOnTSTP
(see Section 6.4).

The AGMV model verifier [47] can verify Kripke models in TPTP format. AGMV does syntax
and type checking, verifies that the interpretation-formula is satisfiable using a trusted model
finder, and verifies that the problem formulae are theorems of the interpretation-formula using
a trusted theorem prover. AGMV has been tested with examples created by hand. AGMV is
available as a standalone tool, and also in SystemOnTSTP (see Section 6.4).

The IDV Interactive Derivation Viewer [77] is able to display NX0 derivations in TPTP format.
Figure 6 shows the derivation in Figure 4. The pointer is hovering over the node c_0_12, whose
formula shown in the lefthand panel, expresses that in all worlds all fruit are healthy. The red
and blue coloring shows the ancestors and descendants of the node in the derivation. IDV is
available in SystemOnTSTP (see Section 6.4).

Figure 6: IDV view of the proof in Figure 4

The IIV Interactive Interpretation Viewer [47, 78] is able to display the Tarskian interpretation
of a world in a Kripke model in TPTP format. Figure 7 shows the interpretation of world w1 in
Figure 5. The pointer is hovering over the node d_banana. The red $o ancestor indicates that
rotten has a boolean result type. The blue $true descendant indicates that the interpretation
of rotten for the domain element d_banana is true, and the blue $o descendant indicates that
the domain type is boolean. IIV is available in SystemOnTSTP (see Section 6.4). A wrapper to
view the worlds and accessibility relationship of a Kripke model is being developed, which will
be linked to IIV to view a chosen world’s Tarskian interpretation.



Figure 7: IIV view of the interpretation of world w1 in Figure 5

6.4. Online

The TPTP World has three online interfaces that provide access to ATP systems and tools
[79, 80]: SystemB4TPTP8 for preparing formulae (often problems) for systems and tools,
SystemOnTPTP9 for submitting formulae to ATP systems, and SystemOnTSTP10 for processing
solutions (often derivations or models) from systems and tools. SystemB4TPTP includes
access to TPTP4X, the BNF-based parsers, the KSP-to-TPTP translator, and NTFLET (see
Section 6.1). SystemOnTPTP includes the ATP systems KSP, nanoCoP-M, MleanCoP, and
Leo-III. SystemOnTSTP includes GDV, AGMV, IDV, IIV, and the InterpretByATP tool for
evaluating a formula wrt an interpretation (including Kripke interpretations).

The TPTP2T tool for listing problems and solutions with specified syntactic and semantic
characteristics is available in a separate interface11. It can be used, e.g., to list NX0 problems
that are theorems, contain equality, and are easy to prove.

7. Conclusion

This paper describes the latest extensions to the TPTP World, providing languages, problems,
solutions, and infrastructure for non-classical logics. The topics covered are the TPTP languages
for writing non-classical problems and solutions, non-classical problems for the TPTP problem
library, solutions to such problems in the TSTP solution library, and ATP systems and tools for
non-classical logics. These are the keys steps towards releasing TPTP v9.0.0, with normal modal
logic problems.

Ongoing and future work includes:

• Collecting lots more problems in non-classical logics.
• Working with ATP system developers to upgrade their systems to natively read problems

written in NXF and NHF, and to produce proofs and models in TPTP format.
• Optimizing the NTFLET embeddings to automatically recognize language fragments for

which TXF embedding is possible.
• Producing a complete interactive viewer for Kripke interpretations written in TPTP-format.

8tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemB4TPTP
9tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemOnTPTP
10tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemOnTSTP
11tptp.org/cgi-bin/TPTP2T

https://tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemB4TPTP
https://tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemOnTPTP
https://tptp.org/cgi-bin/SystemOnTSTP
https://tptp.org/cgi-bin/TPTP2T


• Standardizing the embedding of further specific non-classical logics in NXF/NHF (including
choosing connective names, and allowed parameters of the logic specification).

• A non-classical division of CASC.
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